Is aggression against extraterrestrials currently being conducted? Can this be true...or is it a 'false flag' scenario? This article by Gordon Duff caught my eye this morning, so I thought I'd pass it along. This is most likely a conspiracy-driven report but interesting nonetheless:

Click for video - UFO WAR: Chinese And US Navy Off San Francisco

This last week, reports of Chinese naval vessels off the US coast, Northern Californian in particular, have been reported but denied.

Now an Asian intelligence agency reports that a combined fleet operation between the US and China has been going on, a full
combat operation against what we are told is a “highly unfriendly extra-terrestrial threat.”

Kerry Cassidy was an early source on this and should be credited. Here initial suspicions were inaccurate but her information has been confirmed.

The verifications of the fleet operations have been many, there have been no confirmations from the US side though the ships have been seen by every vessel that makes it offshore. The true nature of both the threat and the extent of the multinational military force used is beyond any imaginable classification level.

Rumors:

Extraterrestrial craft are operating from underwater bases.

Advanced US sub-orbital weapons platforms represented as “tested” have actually been deployed from Vandenburg Air Force Base. These are armed with energy weapons.

UFO tracking has been moved from conventional to nano-technology with microscopic sensors being used to detect behaviors such as dimensional rifts and distortions in time, things only discussed in TV shows like Fringe and X Files.

The actual classified memo on very short distribution mentions only the following:

Opposition is extraterrestrial and extremely aggressive and unfriendly

The threat represents a “clear and present danger” and is isolated to the Pacific Basin.

China is forced to carry US responsibility because our own naval capability is sitting in the Persian Gulf when America is under a very real threat.

Attempts to seek confirmations or to directly verify these operations will lead to fatal consequences.

Our confirmations limit us to this response which I have chosen to
represent in a highly deniable form out of personal interest. Others in the US have better information and sources and have been silenced with warnings only.

As to this being a total “hose job,” I don’t see any advantage in it.

For several months earlier this year, there had been disclosures tied to the UFO issue. One real sighting had been made over South Korea.

After than, the internet had been flooded, yes, Google’s “YouTube” with manufactured phony UFO videos, some of “beyond next generation” quality.

All information given on how UFO video or photos are analyzed is totally false, childishly so, especially that from the UFO “networks.” They are professionally “self discrediting.”

About 6 weeks ago, a “study group” was appointed out of NATO and another one in Asia to look at the pattern of UFO videos. A decision was made to aggressively investigate one or more groups.

Being aggressively investigated on such an issue is not recommended.

I would love to be more entertaining, invent things, speculate or, perhaps, include some fascinating videos.

I either have to give this a 70% or reclassify a reliable official source as purposefully leaking something that makes no sense. My suggestion is that readers follow other stories for verifications or information that would help in some way, add it to the comment section and see if we can get a better grip on what may well be an extremely dangerous situation. - veteranstoday
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Is Alien UFO false flag invasion on the way?

EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE  | SEPTEMBER 19, 2012  | BY: MICHAEL SALLA

Is real life version of Battleship happening off the coast of San Francisco?

Credits: Universal Pictures

According to Gordon Duff, senior editor of Veterans Today, intelligence sources are revealing that hostile extraterrestrials are militarily engaging with world naval forces. In an article, provocatively titled, “UFO War: Chinese and US Navy off San Francisco,” Duff claims that the Chinese navy is lending assistance to the US in battling these hostile forces in what looks like a real life version of the recent movie Battleship. Duff claims that his intelligence sources are Asian, and that US naval forces are stretched thin in the Pacific due to a beefed up naval presence in the Persian Gulf. Duff admits that the story stretches credibility but that his source is usually reliable, thereby raising the possibility that either the story is largely accurate and/or officially sanctioned disinformation. Are we being prepared for an alien false flag invasion?

Duff is a former Marine and has been very outspoken in exposing the misuse of government power and authority. Veterans Today is a highly popular newsblog taking on many controversial topics not covered by the mainstream media. It includes former senior military officers on its international Board of Directors. So it was very surprising to see Veteran’s Today on Monday leading
An alien false flag event – a contrived extraterrestrial invasion using advanced technology – has been reported in the San Francisco area, particularly in Northern California. This week, reports of Chinese naval vessels off the US coast have been reported but denied. Now an Asian intelligence agency reports that a combined fleet operation between the US and China has been going on, a full combat operation against what we are told is a “highly unfriendly extra-terrestrial threat.” The verifications of the fleet operations have been many, there have been no confirmations from the US side though the ships have been seen by every vessel that makes it offshore. The true nature of both the threat and the extent of the multinational military force used is beyond any imaginable classification level.

The claim that a multinational military force is battling a UFO threat off the coast of San Francisco appears to be circumstantially supported by unusually high US naval activity in the region. Duff claims that no US military sources are confirming these events. He refers to a classified memo that apparently is being circulated to only a small group of need-to-know officials. Duff claims the memo mentions opposition is extraterrestrial and extremely aggressive and unfriendly:

- The threat represents a “clear and present danger” and is isolated to the Pacific Basin
- China is forced to carry US responsibility because our own naval capability is sitting in the Persian Gulf when America is under a very real threat.
- Attempts to seek confirmations or to directly verify these operations will lead to fatal consequences.

In his conclusion Duff writes: “I either have to give this a 70% or reclassify a reliable official source as purposefully leaking something that makes no sense.”

In the swirl of rumors surrounding UFO naval incidents described in Duff’s article, it’s clear that some intelligence agencies are depicting extraterrestrials as hostile. This goes against the evidence accumulated over more than six decades that extraterrestrials have been peacefully engaging with governments and private citizens to raise consciousness, share advanced technologies, and prevent nuclear warfare. While the abduction phenomenon rightly raises concerns over the emotional and psychological impact of some extraterrestrial activities, it’s rare to hear of citizens being physically injured. While it is always possible that a new faction of extraterrestrials may have recently arrived that are indeed hostile, it’s more likely that the incidents Duff describes are part of a psychological warfare program. The goal is to firmly establish UFOs and extraterrestrial life as issues belonging to the national security domain, rather than to international diplomacy.

An alien false flag event – a contrived extraterrestrial invasion using advanced technologies – would ensure that
public awareness of evidence concerning alien life is skewed towards national security concerns. Viewing extraterrestrials as hostile, intent on overcoming the world’s military forces, would justify national security policies that would further erode constitutional principles in the USA. More importantly, it would sideline international organizations such as the United Nations intent on promoting diplomatic solutions to international crises.

Rumors of a false flag alien date back to the “Report from Iron Mountain” (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Report_from_Iron_Mountain) document first released in the early 1960s and published in 1967. Dr Werner Von Braun later confided (http://educate-yourself.org/cn/cosmicdeception04apr03.shtml) to a close colleague that a false flag alien invasion was indeed been planned by corporate entities along with their national security agency partners. An alien false flag event would be the ultimate way in which national security agencies and their multinational corporate partners could engineer government policies that increase their respective power, and maintain the secrecy of an extensive number of classified programs that are funded by a quasi-legal black budget. What Duff describes in his article, and parallels with the recent Battleship movie, has the tell-tale characteristics of a psychological warfare program to prepare the general public for a false flag alien invasion.

© Copyright 2012. Michael E. Salla, Exopolitics.org (http://exopolitics.org)

Permission is granted to include extracts of this article on websites and email lists with a link to the original. This article is copyright © and should not be added in its entirety on other websites or email lists without author’s permission.

Michael Salla, Honolulu Exopolitics Examiner
Dr. Michael Salla popularized exopolitics with online analyses of secret government policies concerning extraterrestrial life. What others are saying about Dr. Michael Salla: The American Chronicle recently directed readers to Dr. Salla for information about the Whistleblower Protection...
Update: Last night I received a phone call from a certain group telling me they were going to pick me up and throw me in a cell if I didn't stop releasing info such as this. The person who called me I am not revealing here. They stated that they persuaded that group not to do so... Quote "next time you won't get a warning"... As I told them, I am a patriot, here on behalf of humanity. Actually I have no desire to interfere with any operation if it is on behalf of humanity. One could say this is further substantiation of the original story.

Meanwhile some people aren't understanding what is written below. What I wrote was that Clif High does not believe this story because as he states there is no signature of an AIS (transponder) which is required by all vessels normally. See the link below and check for yourself.

However, in this case the ships I was told about would not be conducting any "normal" business. They would be there militarily on some mission.

Is this accurate info? I don't know. I am simply reporting what several sources have told me and reported to my original source for the story. If not true, why threaten me? I have no further substantiation as of the time of this writing.

***

Original story: I am being told there are at least 3 confirmations of something going on off the coast of San Francisco, involving US Navy Ships and an unknown number of Chinese vessels.

I am being told this involves the arrest of possibly around 600 bankers... who may be being held in a US ship... under arrest by the Hague. The arrests are being carried out by the U.S. military.

At this time, regardless of the fact that I have more data I am being asked by at least one source not to go into any more detail than that. Apparently there are a number of operations going on at this time.

At least one source has suggested that this may actually be a cover operation for something more far reaching.

I have 3 verifications from my sources in addition to the original sources... confirms from their 3 sources.

Anyone with additional info preferably from someone in connection with the military or intel is welcome to contact me at kerry@projectcamelot.tv or on skype at snowjaguar

Note: I contacted Clif High about the above info and he directed me to the following site where he insists all vessels must be detectable at sea to other vessels using a transponder called an
AIS. He says there is no sign of either large U.S. Navy vessels or any Chinese vessels in those waters off the coast of San Francisco according to this site:

http://www.marinetraffic.com/ais/
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Chinese and US Navy off San Francisco!
Alert! UFO War: Chinese and US Navy off San Francisco!

Chinese Naval forces off California said to be on Joint UFO Suppression Mission

At the outset, I would like to mention that what you're about to read may look like science fiction written by some guy who's high on weed. Here's something about the author of this extraordinary report:

Gordon Duff is a Marine Vietnam veteran, a combat infantryman, and Senior Editor at Veterans Today. His career has included extensive experience in international banking along with such diverse areas as consulting on counter insurgency, surveillance technologies, intelligence analysis, defense technologies or acting as a UN diplomat and "special consultant." Duff currently serves on the boards of the Adamus Group, one of the world's largest energy technology firms and of a private financial institution participating in the Federal Reserve Banking group. His most recent project adapts advanced military technologies to wildlife and land management in cooperation with the UN, USAID and International Wildlife Federation. Gordon Duff has traveled to over 80 nations. His articles are published around the world and translated into a number of languages. Duff, military affairs analyst for Press TV, is regularly on TV and radio, a popular and sometimes controversial guest.

Having mentioned that, let's have a look at the report...

Joint Fleets Fend Off UFO Threat

By Gordon Duff, Senior Editor

This last week, reports of Chinese naval vessels off the US coast, Northern Californian in particular, have been reported but denied.

Now an Asian intelligence agencies reports that a combined fleet operation between the US and China has been going on, a full combat operation against what we are told is a "highly unfriendly extra-terrestrial threat."
Re: Disclosure ala ET Wars: Word is that the Bush cabal has made deals with 5 ET races. One of those has now become disenchanted with their deal and gone rogue. This is supposedly at least one group of Reptilians.

The Navy ships reported off the coast, in international waters off of San Francisco bay are there along with the Chinese "vessels" (read: subs) handling the situation in the Pacific where they are dealing with the undersea bases. Gordon Duff's article is alluding to this.
These are considered the 'most hostile' of the hostile races.

Note: Gordon was asked to remove my name from his Veteran's Today article because he was told I was in "danger"… However, considering Camelot's motto is "the best place to hide is out in the open" I am not sure that is the real reason and is not contributing to making me feel uh, "safer". I was told he is not being threatened over his disclosure because he is not a 'civilian' and I am... From what I am told he in theory has the weight of an intel agency behind him.

Duff's article
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2012/09/17/ufo-war-chinese-and-us-navy-off-san-francisco/ is one version of the story. From an intel pov this is like offering the crown jewels in order to placate someone for stealing the silverware.

The other side to the story is about bankers being arrested by Army rangers, acting under orders from the Hague (operating on Nuremberg
protocols) and being held off shore in U.S. Navy ships in international waters 12 miles off the coast of California. No real evidence of this exists as of this writing. At least that I am aware of. In other words, no one is reporting their banker dad or mother, aunt or uncle, is being detained or disappeared.

However, I do have someone reporting having flown over that area of the coast "recently" and seen "battleships"...

Further to this story is the rumor (at this point this is all it is) that there are secret trials being held… under Admiralty law. This of course goes against everything America has stood for, for decades.

_I have received threats, persuasive offers and other red herrings to get me off this story. As of this writing I have a few undisclosed "protectors" of the earthly sort and several others of the ET variety who are behind the scenes. I have also been told, if someone or_
some group wishes to threaten me they should bring IDs, proper credentials and present them to me (or to one of my 'friends') and make a proper request by appealing to me as a patriot and law abiding journalist with the best of intentions towards humanity in mind.

On the other side, seemingly unrelated to bankers being arrested, is the claims about a sudden war with ETs being conducted off the California coast and in the Pacific...

The war with various ET races and extra/intra dimensionals is ages old and our secret space program has been dealing with both the good the bad and the ugly on that score for many decades. Camelot whistleblowers have documented in testimony aspects of this ongoing war in many interviews for those that think this is "new" information....

If there are arrests, real evidence will obviously surface, if indeed they are happening, at some point.
The undersea "battle" going on and by the way - - in our skies and out in space battles will need more evidence if anyone is to believe this beyond the testimony of whistleblowers and other witnesses and dare I say, channelers. This is what of course, Gordon Duff and his Adamus group as well as the current MJ-12 group whatever they are calling themselves now, are banking on, so to speak. That is, that PLAUSIBLE DENIABILITY on the side of the ET question is in place and protecting them from any real disclosure that would alter the world view of the majority of the populations regarding reality. If such a disclosure becomes common place and widely recognized (and that is happening as we speak) then the fall out and ultimate loss of power and/or possible resulting closing down of business as usual as we know it is inevitable. I for one, am not looking to governments to tell the truth about anything in this regard. Even "after disclosure".
I was interviewed about all this yesterday by an internet TV show called "Wake up Shift is Happening" … The show is set to air either tomorrow or next week.  [http://shiftishappeningtv.com/]  My host was Deborah Ariel Pietsch an intuitive and contactee who is also a TV producer.  Just prior to me, Rich Dolan, who was in the area, was also interviewed regarding his book, After Disclosure.  An interesting synchronicity with regard to the above story….

Whichever it is, or whether none or at least some of the source info is correct is yet to be seen.  In the meantime, I can say the floodgates appear to be opening as information is flowing from all sources and in many different and seemingly contradictory directions at once.

Ringmakers of Saturn:  Addendum

Another source is claiming 3 objects around 19% the size of the moon are headed here containing another race of beings who do not
have the best of intentions… I have been told by the same source that craft in the Rings of Saturn are now on the way here as well and tracking these objects (just as Norm Bergrun originally claimed in my interview with him). This information has some photos associated with it which I will post sometime tomorrow for your review. At this time this information is unconfirmed other than the interesting synchronicity regarding the craft in the rings of saturn…

From: http://projectcamelotportal.com/kerrys-blog/1308-daily-intel-report-09-20-12
'Phoenix Lights' Are Back!

September 23, 2012 – 12:01 PM | 0 Comments

Thanks Ryan for the link!

A few videos uploaded to YouTube last week show a mirror-like image of the infamous 1997 lights over Phoenix, Arizona. In a smaller scale, the lights burned bright against the oily …
Many people have been linking the following story on their FaceBook account as well as in their own blogs. Disseminating what is probably internet rumors at lightning speeds.

UFO War: Chinese and US Navy off San Francisco
Joint Fleets Fend Off UFO Threat

Source: VeteransToday
Now an Asian intelligence agency reports that a combined fleet operation between the US and China has been going on, a full combat operation against what we are told is a “highly unfriendly extra-terrestrial threat.”

Kerry Cassidy was an early source on this and should be credited. Here initial suspicions were inaccurate but her information has been confirmed.

The verifications of the fleet operations have been many, there have been no confirmations from the US side though the ships have been seen by every vessel that makes it offshore. The true nature of both the threat and the extent of the multinational military force used is beyond any imaginable classification level.

Rumors:
Extraterrestrial craft are operating from underwater bases.
Advanced US sub-orbital weapons platforms represented as “tested” have actually been deployed from Vandenburg Air Force Base. These are armed with energy weapons. UFO tracking has been moved from conventional to nano-technology with microscopic sensors being used to detect behaviors such as dimensional rifts and distortions in time, things only discussed in TV shows like Fringe and X Files. (all Fox oddly enough)

The actual classified memo on very short distribution mentions only the following:

Opposition is extraterrestrial and extremely aggressive and unfriendly
The threat represents a “clear and present danger” and is isolated to the Pacific Basin
China is forced to carry US responsibility because our own naval capability is sitting in the Persian Gulf when America is under a very real threat.
Attempts to seek confirmations or to directly verify these operations will lead to fatal consequences.

I’m not sure where this story first broke, but it seems to be filled with ‘he said she said’ type of disinformation. Sadly, this is what hinders a high percentage of investigations regarding unidentified flying objects. The Facebook, blog, and forum threads are filled with nut jobs already talking about this so-called “UFO War” that is supposedly happening in the Pacific. What’s embarrassing is that most of those who are commenting and spreading the rumor, are people who really believe this to be real.

Most people who follow UFO/Paranormal websites do it for the mere fact that they ‘want to believe’. The want being the driving force behind the indiscriminate belief that such things are possible in the world around them. China and the United States are sending Naval fleets to defend the Earth from UFO—in this case, USOs— that are stationed leagues deep in the dark blue slate that is the Pacific ocean.

With the heavy bombardment of these types of “News Flash”, most people read an excerpt of the article and assume it to be true. Only to forget about it within days. Which to me speaks volumes to the fact that the majority of people don’t care to educate themselves due to their lack of critical thinking skills.

To those that do follow what is going on in the world, China is making some highly dangerous Naval moves, but so far, it concerns human greed and not extraterrestrial threats.
People believe this? I weep for humanity sometimes.

China doesn't have much of a navy.

Maybe not at the moment. I'll just leave this here: http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/row...

This is the kind of publicity Rihanna needs right now for that Oscar nod. Askars can suck it.

Man, this whole thing sounds like the recent movie Battleship.

I have been curious about all the blurry spots off the coast of Northern California. Look them up on google maps. Can anyone explain them?

That coastline is pretty big. Give us a link so we can see what you mean?

No, it's no possible, because USA is just concerned about steal natural resources (oil, lithium) to other countries. In fact, its big machinery was created just to steal resources, under the false flag that they are saving the world. No, they are not enough time to make a war against aliens. :oP

Time to use some gray stuff. lets see. looking to Asian News. "On Tuesday (9/18/2012), anti-Japan protests reached a new high, with demonstrations erupting in many Chinese cities, fueled by Japan's "purchase" of part of the Diaoyu Islands." shanghaidaily (source)


:-P yes, you can listen to the little green guy on this.
Valkyrie13

That fish! A bit off topic, but why aren't crop circle-like structures made in the sand or the snow? Why only fields?

Paranormal Fish Story(s) · 44 minutes ago

Valkyrie13

It does look like there's a rock at it's feet that might've tripped it. If a bigfoot falls in a forest and no one is there to see it...

“Running Bigfoot” Trail Cam Photo · 57 minutes ago

The Oshmar

It's a western lowland gorilla

http://great-apes.com/wp-conte...

Is This A Sasquatch? · 2 hours ago
Michael

I saw shadow ghost similar the hat man, but he had no hat. But they are demons and been known to do physical harm.

Submitted Story: The Hat Man - 2 hours ago

AaronD2012

Same ol same ol....accidentally snapped this pic/was just taking innocent scenery pics (so don't think it was planned), didn't see it at the time (so don't ask eye-witness questions), wishes to...

Is This A Sasquatch? - 8 hours ago

Recent Forum Posts

- Forum: GT Lounge
  - Topic: What are everyones opinions/thoughts on this?
    By: Valkyrie - 6 days ago
- Forum: GT Lounge
  - Topic: explanations/opinions/thoughts from my GT friends?
    By: AaronD2012 - 2 weeks ago
- Forum: Ghosts & Hauntings
  - Topic: Ghost in this pic
    By: DonV - 2 weeks ago
@ Brian....Buddy I'm in AUSTRALIA and you hit the nail on the head. Bat-Shit-Crazy. If there was a UFO / Alien threat they would hit Washington, New York or Los Angeles; not a patch of Ocean off San Francisco. I am an archaeologist and author and my contacts say when they pulled up the deep drill from the BP rig that burned in the Gulf it brought up a living organism from deep in the Earths crust that spread across the floor in the Gulf....apparently the same organism is emanating from a fissure in the ocean floor off San Francisco (which could make sense with the fault lines there) and the Chinese and US Navies are trying to monitor it (or analyse it or capture it or kill it off)....The UFO thing is dis-information to cover up what is going down.

“We can admit now that it was a South Korean intelligence agency.”

- Gordon Duff
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2SBlt7ICR_s
UFO War: Chinese and US Navy off San Francisco

Question: Either this is a major piece of disinfo or this is DISCLOSURE in spades... according to Gordon Duff, senior editor of Veteran’s Today

Now [an] Asian intelligence agencies report(s) that a combined fleet operation between the US and China has been going on, a full combat operation against what we are told is a “highly unfriendly
extra-terrestrial threat." --Gordon Duff, Veteran's Today

Read more...

Co-Founder of Project Camelot

The following user(s) said Thank You: Anhoga, Shera, Spiral, Chaska108

**VETERANS TODAY: UFOS OVER SF?** 3 weeks 6 hours ago  

**lightseeker**  
Yesterday Kerry learned of both American and Chinese vessels off the coast of SF, and now confirmed by Gordon Duff from Veteran's Today. Both read as if the US may be fending off an attack from the Chinese/that the Chinese and American ships are defending/preparing the fight against ETs/ or another possibility that the ETs are trying to prevent a catastrophe to the US from the American and Chinese fleets. This whole thing becomes very confusing. What ever or whose ever sources are reporting this information, causes great confusion "fear porn" not for me, I don't buy into fear of any kind. Maybe a bunch of drama Queens! possible. Whatever is going on no one has the whole story accept those people on the chinese and american ships and the ETs. I would not put to much trust in any of them. But if I had to make a bet, I would bet on the ET.

The following user(s) said Thank You: Shera, Tangent, AG33

**AG33**  
Lightseeker, I agree, fear helps no one.

I would add that if disclosure were going to happen, it wouldn't be during the dark of night . . . or under the oceans. It has been said that if and when it does happen, there will be absolutely no doubt in anyone's mind and it will be done in front of everyone. This sounds like our "secret" government doing fear porn work for whatever reason.
Who knows what's going on. We only have power over ourselves anyway.

---

**VETERANS TODAY: UFOS OVER SF?**

**Spiral**

Veterans Today is DOWN!! whether its volume of traffic or something more sinister its hard to say, so heres the report on yt

_UFO War might be going on now. All i have on this is this information as of now. Chinese and US Navy Off San Francisco. This would never be on main stream media, unless they overtook the station...😊_

www.veteranstoday.com/2012/09/17/ufo-war...nd-us-navy-off-san-f...

www.marinetraffic.com/ais/
Hi,

veteranstoday.com is up now at the time of writing, not sure what went down.

As for fear, well, fear is part of one's perception, so inadvertently you as an individual choose to fear or not to fear. I mean, this is not really the topics to look into if you are afraid of being "afraid" 😅

Just saying

Hollywood 😊 what do they know? what are they telling us?

your not in Kansas anymore!
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Spiral

Could this be linked to previous events in the Falklands & the Gulf of Mexico?
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VETERANS TODAY: UFOS OVER SF? 2 weeks 6 days ago  #2804

lightseeker

I agree AG33, there are a lot of websites who are addressing some fear porn issues. I know that Kerry does not report fear porn, in the sense that she puts out the information that she receives from here sources. This is expected and accepted. I would venture to say that Kerry does not necessarily accept everything she receives from her source as gospel. She has made that clear many times and leaves it up to us the reader to use discernment and come to our own conclusions.
When I mentioned the term fear porn I refer to the sources of the info. that Kerry sometimes receives. However it looks like her breaking news article regarding the Chinese and US ships near SF was accurate, and appears to have legs. I did read Gordon Duffs' article on this subject with the added dimension to the story of ETs involvement with the Chinese and US ships.

John Kettler's website was aware of the Gordon Duff article, and corrected me in a response to his latest statement regarding the US and Chinese war ships and ETs. I stated on this web site that the ET/EDS commented that what was going on off the coast of SF was "white Hot". John corrected me to state that is was one of his human terrestrial sources which made that statement and not the ET/EDS. I felt that my comment should be corrected, as I mis understood and did not read John's comments carefully enough.

So there it is AG33 and anyone else who may have read my second comment on this subject.
I wouldn’t even give Gordon Duff’s article enough credit to call it “False Flag.” To me it's plain disinfo mixing a little of mainstream news with rumors under a Capital title in order to stir up brains around in the UFO/Conspiracy sites.

http://www.themistsofavalon.net/t5458-ufo-wars-and-invasion
September 30, 2012
They [aliens who have kidnapped humans] had a simple interest in eating us.

Well, after putting this [UFO war] story out, which, uh – I don’t know if you have had the chance to read this to people or not, or you can recommend a site where they can find it. It’s not hard to locate. I included up to the edge of what I was allowed, as far as classified information about U.S. weapons systems. And since I’m doing it in an informal publication on the Internet, what I write can be considered deniable. It’s a better source. If I were to publish the same thing in *Foreign Policy*, I’d be in jail. So we can talk about pretty much anything you want, which in some ways is a unique opportunity, because I can probably answer more questions accurately than most people you get....

As we speak, many of the people making these [YouTube] videos [on UFOs] are being rounded up.... A truck arrives outside the house, a knock comes on the door. It says, “Candygram.” And the next thing you see is an M16 or a rifle butt, and you wake up taped to a chair, wearing a hood.... Oh, yes [they are rounding up people who are hoaxing UFO videos on YouTube]. Pretend I’m not saying this, because it’s probably classified.